
Introduction
Based on well-known studies of imitation in re-

enactment situation preschool children tend to

reach a model’s goal in the most efficient way

(emulation/selective imitation) (e.g. Gergely,

Bekkering & Király, 2002). However the underlying

representational mechanism raises some questions:

do children encode the situation selectively or

do they encode the whole situation, and selection

happens later, during retrieval?

Based on Kampis, Király and Topál (2014) study we

investigated whether 2-year-old children

remember general, goal-directed parts of an event

or episodic aspects as well in a delayed imitation

paradigm. Between occasions the situational

constraints changed, which demanded either to

retrieve a previously irrelevant unique step (use of

a tool) in order to achieve a goal; or the omission of

a previously relevant step.

Method

Results
• 36 2-year-olds were tested (further 17 children were excluded due to missing the second occasion or passivity)

• coding: reach part of a toy with hand or with tool

Conclusions
• selective imitation in immediate re-enactment situation

• if the toy’s part is in short distance, children use their hand to achieve it

• if the toy’s part is in long distance, they use the tool to achieve it

• strategy change occurs in some cases

• omission of irrelevant tool use, if the toy’s part gets closer

• retrieving a previously irrelevant step, that becomes relevant in a new situation is not so easy

• development of episodic memory could contribute to a more flexible imitation behaviour trough access to 

elements of episodes and re-evaluating the meaning of them

• in progress: baseline and follow-up study with older children
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An example of a trial: on first occasion during

demonstration orange part of the toy is

achieved by using a tool however it is within

hand’s reach. Children can try the same

situation. One week later the same part gets

further away from child and only accessible

with the tool.
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In which situation imitate children tool using,
and is there a strategy change between the different situations?

Tool using

• binomial test

• short dist. sign. more hand using 

than tool (p < 0.05)

• propeller and horn (p < 0.05)

Strategy change

• McNemar test

• sign. strategy change (p < 0.05)

• propeller (p < 0.05)

Tool using

• binomial test

• long dist. sign. more tool using

than hand (p < 0.05)

• every toys (p < 0.05)

Strategy change

• McNemar test

• sign. strategy change (p < 0.05)

• every toys (p < 0.05)

• within subject design

• 2 occasions (1 week apart)

• 3 objects (propeller, ball, horn)
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